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Hey Fellas, Betty Says Everybody Can Play The 'G
Women comprise 53 per cent of the the binds in society which have
American population, yet_there is
caused resentment and the "battle
only one -woman in the U.S. Sen - between the sexes."
ate, 'none on the Supreme Court, and
Mr-s. 1Fr~idan ~xplained that the
few on the board of directors of
women s hberat1on movement was
.
.
· ,
not opposed to love, sex and
most
h banks, mdustr1al
d compames,and
·
mo th erh oo d , as some o f the more
ot. er. aggregates. An with such. a
radical elements of the movement
ma1ority, a woman may s~on seriously have proclaimed. But she said the
contend for the U.S. presidency.
binding sociological stereotypes of
With these statements, Betty what men and women should be
Frie~an, forme~ p~esident, of the
have caused so much resentment
Nat.10nal Organization for Women, that genuine love between men and
po 1nted out Tuesda:y to a women is almost impossible.
standing-room only audience at
FTU the goals of the women's
The movement is necessary, she
liberation movement.
Mrs. Friedan also said that the said, not because she or any other
liberation of women could not woman has started it, but because
happen without the liberation of of such things as the longer life of
men from the stereotype of the humans, the ecological and
strong, crew-cut, brute strength population crisis, and the evolution
image that she says has typified the of society.
Motherhood, for those women
male role for years. In fact,
according to her, men and women who choose to be mothers - and
must work to free themselves from she says it should be a choice - will

By BETH WEILENMAN
only take up a minor portion of a men as fellow victims of the society plastic smiles they have learned to
woman's life, even if it is the best which binds them into torment and wear.
portion of it.
destruction of life and create·...,-------------- -- resen tmen t which results in
Mrs. Friedan sees the vote as
American women's greatest weapon
A woman should have the right violence.
Television has helped suppress for liberation. Although she does
to govern her own body, Mrs.
Friedan said, and with the air and women, Mrs. Friedan said. not recommend a separate political
water pollution, the environment Commercials have convinced party for women, she said women
soon may not be fit for raising women to spend money to become ·should form a caucus within the
attractive to achieve the goal of current political parties, and unite
children.
Society has limited the housewife catching a man, and portray toward promoting the passage of
to the home, where, with the housewives as wanting only to clean the equal rights amendment,
husband at the office, she is left their husbands' shirt-collars. In the encouraging day care centers, and.
with the whirring of the appliances family programs, "Mamma outwits reforming abortion and birth
and the blaring of the television, Papa, and Mamma is a boob. Which control legislation.
and the only humans she may speak means Papa is worse." Mrs. Friedan
Instead of setting women against
with are under three feet tall. Yet said this promotes resentment
men, men and women will work
women make up the majority between the sexes.
together, honestly, and women will
population, and can be valuable
Television is not the only not have to wear plastic smiles, and
energy force politically and
entertainment culprit. She said, men will not have to feel they must
economically.
Unlike the reputation the "The moment a comedian stands . fulfill the brute-force stereotype.
movement has received, the goal .is up and says, 'My wife ... ' the And according to her, "Make love,
not to defeat men, since men are audience is expected to laugh." not war" will be a greater truth
not the enemy. Instead, she sees And, she said, wives will smile the than most young people realize.
(More of Betty on Page 3) .
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Stringer Not Roped
By State Senators
FTU Student Government President Jim Stringer withstood the barbs
of some angry state senators this week who were pressing Stringer and
other SG presidents concerning campus drugs and off-campus speakers.
Some verbal pushing and shoving occurred during the meeting betw~en
the legislators and F l o r i d a ' s - - - - - - - - - - - - - university presidents held on presidents for the actions of a few
campus here.
students.
At one point Stringer was asked
Stringer was also asked about
if he felt there was a need for a drug use at FTU. He said he had
regulation prohibiting the not made a survey and would have
appearance on campus of a speaker no accurate . means of judging the
who advocated the violent use of drugs.
overthrow of the U.S. Government.
When pressed for a guesstimate,
When the SG president replied the student president said he would
emphatically ''no'', there were say that perhaps 50 per cent of the
some noticable groans and glowers students in the university system
from the lawmakers.
had tried drugs at one time or
"I had a chance to state later," another, but that only about 12 per
Stringer told the FuTUre, "that I cent could be considered "regular
believe on campus we have a users.''
working relationship with the
Stringer said it was his own
administration on speakers matters, opinion that the senators were
and that there should be more interested in projecting an ,
responsible interaction between SG, image of concern about campuses
students and the administration. to the press than to try and get an
The president on this and other objective overview of the attitudes
campuses is given the veto power.'' and problems on university
·"Stringer went on to state he felt campuses.
that such a regulation would be a
He 'said he hoped more would
"repression of the First come from the next round of
Amendment ' ', and thought that the legislative meetings at FTU (a
senators were trying to put too -February confab of the House
much blame on the university Committee on Education).

Jax Will Never Be The Same
A beautiful and exciting art
"happening" took place last
weekend in Jacksonville.
It featured the entire FTU art
department in a 48-hour marathon
exhibit entitled the "Fermentation
of OM".
According to one FTU staff
member who attended the
happening, it was the "most
exciting thing I've ever witnessed."

Hanns Krenn produced several of
his colorful paintings, also in
mammoth proportions, for
placement in the gallery.
Walter Gaudnek created some
large triangular paintings which
were mounted in moveable baby
carriages. He also designed and
painted some "uniforms" for all the
artists to wear durinff the showing.

For two, uninterrupted days and.
nights, the art faculty did its
collective and individual thing,
sculpturing, painting, making,
photographing and generally
creating as an enthralled audience
and assembled press watched.

Gary Downing fea'tured a number
of photographs he took and
developed at the museum. The
photos were of creations Downing
himself made.
The press and television coverage
was extensive and the crowds that
stayed throughout the entire
marathon were good.
The showing took place on
Sunday as champagne and good
fellowship flowed in equal measure.
"This was a unique experience,"
an excited Professor Gaudnek said
after the show. "Not only did it
show that art can be created r~~ht
in the museum where it is to be
exhibited, but it. revealed tl:iat art
does not always have to be a
labored thing, if the spirit is there.

Johann Eyfelts created two huge
cast sculptures in an area behind
the Jacksonville Art Museum, scene
of the "fermentation." Eyfells was
forced to make two because the
first one broke apart as he and
some of his assistants were
attempting to load it on a flat car
for the short trip inside the
museum.
Eyfells didn't give up. He worked
all Saturday night and Sunday
morning, preparing another one
which he succeeded in placing
inside the gallery.
Art Dept. Chairman Steve Lotz
created three of his unique
paintings, all at least 20 feet high,
on paper supplied the artists by the
St. Regis Paper Co.

"It was most exciting because of
the closeness of all the artists. We
all came away more devoted to
each other," Gaudnek said. "If we
hadn't, we might have ended up
killing each other."

Gaudnek said he hoped that the
marathon art happening could be
repeated on campus at a later date.
A video tape film made of the
experience may be shown later on
Orlando's Channel 24, the ETV
station.

Tuition, Housing.
To Be Raised?
The Board of Regents will meet
in the Regents Board Room on the
third floor of the Administration
Building February 1 at 9:30 am.
The meeting will be open to the
· public.
Topics to be discussed will be a
12 percent raise in the costs of
food and ho1,1sing at FTU and the
possibility of a raise in tuition for
all state university students. There
are indications that the raise may
be as much as $50.
If passed, these resolutions will
raise the expense of a resident
student at FTU to a range of
approximately $313-$388 from a
present range of $280-$347. The
Board members who researched the
necessity of the hikes said that the
alternatives to raising tuition are
phasing out whole programs and
general austerity throughout the
uqiversity system.

Last Wednesday night the new power cables running alongside FTU
Boulevard contracted in the cold snap to the extent that they ripped
off the top of tht! telephone pole joining them to the lines running
parallel to Alafaya Trail. High-tension wires, normally carrying 7 ,200
volts, sagged over Alafaya Trail at windshield level and the lack of
tension in the lines affected the stature of poles for one-half mile down
FTU Blvd. The break, occuring at approximately 11 pm, · blacked out
the University Hylands Apartments but did not affect FTU or any
other major area. Florida Power and Light repairmen, who were on the
scene within an hour, said that new safety features on the lines cut off
the power in the immediate area so that there was no danger of
electrocution. (Photo by Jim Lehman)
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JJfuW1lrt £hitnriats
Bring Our Boys Home
FTU is fortunate in having more than its share of brilliance in the
faculty members. Last weekend five professors in our art department
created a showing in 48 hours which gained wide acclaim from the
critics throughout the various media.
The show was at the Jacksonville Art Museum. In Jacksonville. It's a
shame that only four FTU students were able to gain anything out of it.
Why does a small, growing university export its talent? It seems
ridiculous that an institution whose existence is based on the use of
.the. highest form of the arts and sciences to provide a complete
~d"Zication for its students does not take advantage of ins own supply of
talent.
Is it a question of money or does it go further than that? The
university is perfectly willing to import but has proceeded with caution
when confronted with artistic expression coming from within.
The cost of the show in Jacksonville was estimated at approximately
$1000. That cost was purely for materials. The only payment received
by the artists was the joy of expression and creation.
What is stopping FTU from enjoying a similar exhibit? With all the
money "floating around the university (four Executive desks or the
paper for one week's inter-office memorandums or the cost of two or
three electric typewriters - each could easily raise $1000) it seems as
though Lhe necessary funds for materials could be obtained.
The artists are willing. We propose that Student Government allocate
the necessary funds tu invite the artists lo express themselves here as
they have done elsewhere . After all, what's less than 1 per cent of the
SG budget in comparison to such a volume 1 of professional art?

It's Just Not Cricket
It's really nice to be on top. Especially when you consider that this is
FTU 's first year of' intercollegiate basketball. Fort Lauderdale's team
Saturday night looked like a bunch of scholarshipped giants. But that
didn ' t stop FTU . What iL did do was spark FTU's .spectators on to a
show that could be interpreted as urisportsmanlike conduct. It was the
first game where there was any noticeable enthusiasn: b_ut the li.ne
between enthusiastic excitement and lack of sportsmanship 1s very thm.
A number or people have expressed concern for the actions of FTU's
spectators at last Saturday's game. The "unsportsma".like condu~t'"
l'orLunaLely was limited Lo ahouL three people who at times got a little
rude. Our point is - we need the cheering· and yelling support. IL spurs
Lhe team on and possibly has some effect on its performa.nce. But we
do not need the hecklers or spectators who are not cheermg for FTU
but merely against the opposition.
Anyone using Lhis as evidence could easily surmise that FTU fans a~e
rotten losers. FTU has not lost a home game (where attendance is
highesL) this year and Lhe Laud~rdale _game :-vas Lhe first ga~e where _1L
appeared that w1~ might not wm. It 1s obvious that we will not win
<'Vf'ry home game in the future and there are s~me p.eop_le who had
lwLL1!r grow up quick before FTU gains a reputation ol being the only
school with a college Learn and a high school audience.
Florida T<'chnological University Student 8enate Bill No. :1-:15 .
CONS'lTl'UTlONAL AMENDMENT CHANGING THE POWERS OF
THE STUDENT BOOY PRESIDENT AND VICE -PRESIDENT.
Be it enacted that Articl1? fl, 81?ction I 0 , Subsection A of the
constitution of Lhe 8tudent Body of Florida Technological University
lw am<>nded in the following manner:
The Word "President" in line two (~) be stricken. The word
"Vice-President" shall be subst.itu~ed in its place. The amended
subsection shall read: "The SLudenL .Sena Le shall convene in regular
meetings at. least once every Lwo W<'eks . .Spe cial n:1"etings may be ca.lied
by the Vice-P1·esident. ol' Lhe SLudenL Body provided that LwPnLy-lour
(~ - I) hour noti<'I' or said ~in gs be a I' forded LIH! members or the
Student S1!naL1'. ··

Him, He And Me · To Play At V.C.
llim, ii<' and Ml' an' coming to
lunch.
'l'hl' musical trio will pt'rl'orm two
hall'-hour shows in thr VillagP
CPnt<>r Mult.i -purpos1• H.oom at
I I - I I : :\O am :111<l noon Lo I~: :l!J
pm next 'l'ul'sd:1y .
'l'lwy h:1vl' appeared al Radio
('itv Music lf:tll :1nd tlw M:1isrnwttP
H.o~>m or thl' St, }{pgis Hott•!, NPw
York, as Wl'll :is l'or standing room
onlv nowds ;1t l'Olll'l•rts in ~~
st:11«•s . They have :ilso :1ppP:1n•cl
twin· :ii FTLI.
'l'lw trio consists of Bob Sanders.
l'urt W:iltl'rs and Milrn Martsolf .
Sa11dt•1's pl:iys six -st rin!,( rhythm

J.!uiLar, and has wriLtPn l'nough
songs Lo award Lhe group a contract
with Chappell and Co., who also
publish Gershwin, Coll' Porter and
Richard Hogers songs.
Wal!Ns plays bass guitar and ml'L
Sandt>rs in San Anton io , where they
playf'd in a local club. Matsolf plays
l1•ad iruit.ar. and hluegrnss banjo
cons i d" r" <I .. I' or m i d a b It'. . by
W;ishington Post nit ic Paul H umt'.
llim. H1' and MP pl'rfo1·m
Pasy-lisll'11i11g music to hard -driving
bluegrass. and havt' bt'l'll one or the
mo re successl'ul groups in Lhe
"(~tll'ss Who 's Coming l'or Lunch"
Sl'rit'S.

. . . . . . . . .lllA
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The " FuTUr e " is the weekly
nt!wspaper of Florida Technologi ca l ref us•' ro print any ltJ tt<!rs whi ch are
University at Orlando , Florida. The submitted. All ltJtter ~ nn1st be;ir the full
FuTUre is publi shed by President namtJ tlnd addr,•ss n f th e person (or
Charles N. Millican and written ;md persons) sul1mi11ing rhem. Names will be
edited by and for tl1e students at Florida withheld· on rtJquest. AddrtJss all letters
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"HANDS OFF

tiettrrs IDn W4t 1.Ebitnr
Legal Revolution

you th of America can now
successfully accomplish that. The
gift of the vote is a huge step, if
used properly. It must be exercised,
however, if any forward steps are to
be taken. To fall on your face at
least means you are moving in the
right direction .
Some radicals would have you
believe the only way out is total
anarchy. This is not so. Even a total
socialist state is far above the
desirability of anarchy.
But neither are what we need.
Reform, not revolution, is the
answer , and this generation is the
only hope this nation has.
I would like to leave you this
thought, from "The Greening of
America" by Charles Reich, and
beg forgiveness for being so
long-winded while this says exactly
what I.attempt to:
"There is a revolution coming. It
will not be like revolutions of the
pasL. It will originate with the
individual and with culture , and it
will change Lhe political structure
onlv as its final act. It will not
req~ire violence to succeed, and it
cannot be successfully resisted by
violence. This is the revolution of
the new generation."
Peace,
John S. Gholdston ,
Human Being
Ed. note: John Gholdston was
Lhe first editor of the FuTUre and
is now with the News Department
of the Cupboard News.

Editor:
The United States Supreme Court
has ruled that American citizens,
between the ages of 18 and 21, are
now eligible Lo vole in national
elections.
Unfortunately, our daily
newspapers in Orlando seem to feel
Lhat this decision is Lhe first step to
the destruction of this nation. Both
the Orlando Sentinel and the
Sentinel Star have continually been
harping on the fact that there have
been very few young people who
have registered to vot.e, as of this
dale.
The l'acL is, the Supervisor of
Elections ' office is asking every
person who goes in Lo register Lo
wait. until the new registration
forms are complete .
Thf're <ll'e no other natiqnal
elections until 1972 . Anyone 19 01·
older aL the last elections will be al
least :2 I by the I 97 2 el ections
be ron• thev ever voll~. There is Ii Lt.le
point in Laking the t.inw and trouble
to n'gisL1•r twice for Lhe same
t>IPclion, so the elect.ions officials
sugl!est t hal young people wail.
Eilhe1· the Sentinel-Star does not
know this. or chooses lo ignore it.
As J'or the fear expressed by the
papers that apathy will rule Lhe
young people. perhaps they should
concent 1·all' on their own back yard
bt>forl' .iudging the yet-lo -be seen
H'Sttlls oJ' the next elections . If only
half of the Pligiblt> young people in
this country register. a11d
according !~· vole by 197:2 they will
ll\'Pr doubll' the proportionate Dear Editor:
numb e r of eligib le voters m·er :21,
It was felt by many residents that
who act uallv vote.
the slringent visitation rules would
But my purpose in writing this be liberalized once Florida Tech
lt>tlPr is not to chastise the became accred ita ted. Apparently
St>nt inel -Star. for that would be of this has not been the case. Why has
no avail. The Orangt> Avenue Ivory nothing been done?
Towl'rs lisll'n lo no one. above all A Discontented Resident
the pl'Ople they are supposed to
Ed . Note: Accreditation of a
Sl'rVI:'.
universitv does not decide how its
J\ly purpose. instead, is to plead individu~l offices will function. We
with the 1ww generation - to prove personally believe that the
such closP-minded instil utions as visitation rules should be changed
tht> papers wrong. This country is but the residents apparently have
on the brink nf disaster . The not expressed very much interest in
democratic system set up tu work having the rules liberalized.
for _.\ mt>ricans now I ries Io run
then1 . The governml'nts . instituted
by men. are now institutions
governing nwn.
Dear Editor :
Tl
I I
t'
· ·
h
The March of Dimes is planning
1e on ~- 1ope or regam111g t e
sanity of this country without to stage it· First Annual Pledge
destroying this country is to follow Walk on Saturday, March 6, 1971.
the svsh'm. and change within the· ' Tlw walk will follow a twentv-mile
·ri·..:n\;-work ' 0 ((h'e· s'ysie'm ... 6nf~~·-r11e route and each w a Iker. who

participates will be expected to
secure sponsors who pledge money
for every mile he walks.
Much of the success of this event
will depend on the number of
people who join in as walkers. We
are now contacting all schools in
the area to get the support we need.
The money raised by this project
will be used for research, public and
professional education, and
financial assistance in the March of
Dimes fight to prevent birth
defects.
A March of Dimes representative
will be . calling on your club and
school offices soon. Please give her
your support - join in and "Walk a
mile for the life of a child."
Sincerely,
J. Chester Kerr
Judge of Juvenile Court

Retraction
The FuTUre apologizes for the
misleading headline on page three
of its last issue (Jan. 15, 1971). The
headline referrnd to Dr. Mohammed
Tahir of the Student Health Set·vice
as an "Afghan Exile." This term is
inaccurnte, since Dr. Tahir
voluntarily left Afghanistan.
It must be explained that Dr.
Tahir is not on call, as was stated in
the article. Dr. Edwat·d E. Stoner is
the doctor on call through the
Student Health Service.

Visitation Question

I'd Walk A Mile ....

Campus
~Glances
SENATORS VISIT
The Senate Ways and Means
Committee was on campus this
week for an all-too-brief tour. What
the senators with the bread strings
saw were a number of majestic
buildings, a serene campus and no
outward signs of stress. However,
they weren't here long enough,
according to some discouraged
administxators, to know all the
financial needs hidden beneath the
shiny surface.
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'Mile Ch1uvinist'
Loolcs At Friedan
By DUNCAN MARKS
When the purple "Witch of
Salem" mounted the stage, I was,
needless to say , awe-struck. I was
awe-struck, that is, until it began to
speak . I guess that's when I decided
that the speaker was - pardon the
expression - female .
But whether they liked it or not,
she made them think . Was she
right? Are we all being stereotyped
into the mindless idiots that
television portrays us to be?
Was she right - maybe it's not
really a revolution for women only
- do men need to be liberated from
this casting also? And she was
courteous enough to· recognize the
men in the audience with a few
comments.
She got a good response from the
audience - packed into the Science
Auditorium. Although her actual
speaking ability left a lot to be
desired, her points of reason, driven
home by catchy quips, seemed to
make some sense upon reflection .
Dressed in a purple sack and I
wearing monster shoes with a ,
hair-do that would rival Phyllis 1
Diller's, she managed to hold the
audiences attention.
All in all , she had good points
backed up with a few obvious cases.
But if Betty Friedan looks like
what womel'l's liberation is going to
look like, please turn up the TV.

l

Campus. Glances
RAP SESSION
A rap session for residents was
held a day or two before Women's
Lib advocate Betty Friedan came to
campus. Reportedly, the only two
people to initially show up for the
session were two male students.
SARCHET JUDGES
Dean Gwen Sarchet served as
judge for the Orlando Junior Miss
Pageant on December 5, 1970.

When Women's Lib leader Betty Friedan came to speak,...

NEW
NEW
NEW
FHA 235 HOM ES
IN BEAUTIFUL
IVANHOE ESTATES
If you make from $75 to $180 per
week you may qualify for one of
these beautiful homes. Ivanhoe
Estates is the newest, largest
development under the program in
the area . We have all underground
utilities with sidewalks, street lights
and extra large wooded lots. These
homes are custom built for you with
multicolor shingle roofs, stone or
brick fronts . Inside we have paneled
walls, fl G . E. refrigerator, stove and
hood, mica covered cabinets, full
ceramic bath and central heat ducted
for air. These homes are limited so
please don't wait . Call 671-4914 or
drive on out. We are located just
7 -1 Oth of 1 m l. N. of Hwy. E. 50 on
Hwy. 15-A north sometimes called
Goldenrod.
Brokers invited by Builder.

Betty Bugged
On 'Battle'

Betty Friedan spoke Tuesday on
the "Battle of the Sexes," in which
she said men and women must be
liberated which may have been an
unusual point to hear for those who
expected a hard-hitting anti-male
speech.
Noting that there may have been
significance in the fact that the
topic was entitled "Battle of the
Sexes" instead of "Battle Between
the Sexes," this reporter asked
about the word usage, and whether
it was a deliberate choice .
Mrs . Friedan answered that she
was not sure where the title came
from, but the point was a good one,
and that she was sure to use it in
the future.

CAMPUS GLANCES
FACULTY FELLOWSHIP
Lee H . Armstrong (mathematical
sciences) has been awarded a
National Science Foundation
Science faculty feHowship covering
a twelve-month periocl . Armstrong
plans to utilize this fellowship
toward the attainment of a
doctorate in mathematics or
mathematics education at Florida
State University.

Tomorrow is a reflection of now. Which is another
way of saying you've got to plan for good tomorrows.
We're offering you a secure financial future.
We have a program specifically designed for you.
By investing in it while you 're still in school it costs a
lot less .. . and your future gains a lot more.
Sow now and reap security later. Contact our
agent, David J. Wigiins at Suite 615, Citizens
National Bank Building, Orlando, Florida 32802.
Phone 241-1676.

The Drambuies

PROV~ENT
MUTUAL

-

LIFE

Well, almost everyone.

Louis @
Volkswagen
Nearest
A1.tthorized Volkswagen Dealer

6363 E. ·colonial Drive
5 Miles West of F.T.U .

. INSURANCE COMPANV OF PHILADELPHIA

The Nation's Intercollegiate
Music Festival
Champions I

277-7220

NotArisan

omen

in Recorded Concert

'65 VW BUS

sa95oo
'70 KARMANN GHIA
COUPE

'64 FAIRLANE 2 DOOR

Rollins College

$695

Enyart Field House

'65 DELUXE BUG

SJ095

Friday, January 29
8:30 P.M.

'67 DART 2 DOOR

·s1195

$1.50 Students $2.0Q Gen. Adm.
.

'

Captured By The Bug

' J\,,.;...._._..;.....;..;..:.....;,...;._._._...;.,.;...;..._._._______________________..,._.
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Tech Tops F L U In Big Thriller
Grapplers Take Two;
Travel To Miami-DJ C

FTU Takes
Teen Tourney
The FTU Weightlifting Club took
the team title in the 1971 Florida
State Teenage Weightlifting
Championships Saturday in
Jacksonville. F~rrel Byrd set two
state marks.
The Knights totaled 24 points,
easily beating second place
Riverside Athletic League's 16 and
the University of Florida's three
points.
Four lifters became teenage state
champions - Ed Weber, 15, in the
123 pound class; Byrd, 19, in the
132 class; Kevin Schnur, 19, in the
148 class and Carl Wessels, 18, in
the 242 class.
Wayne Richards, 18, took second
in the 148 class and Jeff Hines, 17,
placed third in the 165 class. Gil
Schnur, 15, took fourth in the 148
class while his brother Wray, 13 was
fourth in the 165 class.
Weber lifted a total of 285
pounds; K. Schnur, 585; Richards,
535; and G. Schnur, 355. Hines
managed 510 and W. Schnur lifted
355 total.
Wessels totaled 665 and Byrd
managed 625; Byrd presently hold:;
the state teen press record of 220.
His attempt to break it failed although he managed two lifts of
225 but lifted 2J 0 on his first
attempt.
Byrd set a state teen match
record with a 185. He set the teen
total record with 230 clean and jerk
which pushed his total to 625.
The Weightlifting Club is
planning a trip lo Lhe National
Collegiate Championships, but the
journey depends upon university
support.

........................
Need Directions?

The FTU Knights, now J 4-5 after
Saturday's 63-61 win over Fort
Lauderdale University, take on New
Paltz State College of New York at
8 pm in a game held at the College
of Orlando gym.
CofO is located at the
intersection of Marks St. and
Highland Ave. Take Route 50 to
Highland Ave., heading towards I-4;
turn right on Highland al the sign
for the College of Orlando; go to
the next light (Marks St.) and turn
right. As you tra vel down Marks,
Lhe gym will be o n your le ft.
¥ 'f ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥

FTU's Coach Gene "Torchy" Clark receives congratulations after
Saturday night's 63-61 win over Fort Lauderdale U. FTU came from a
12 point deficiency to edge the Roadrunners in the final minute of the
.
,
game. ~ud1 Jessee s free throws put FTU ahead and the Road~nners
couldn t come back.
(Photos by John Fmdell)

The FTU grapplers, now 1-2,
travel to Miami today for a match
with Miami-Dade North Junior
College.
Last Friday, the FTU matmen
trampled Florida State 28-17 as a
}llcked Village Center crowd roared
its approval. The highlight match of
the evening was when FTU's Jim
Weaver, a junior pre-dental student,
took on one of the state's top
wrestlers from FSU Wayne
Cottell in the 167 pound class.
Cottel, as described by his coach
John Weber, "was one of the top
three wrestlers in the state,)• and
FTU's Weaver is in his first year as a
wrestler. As the crowd of nearly
450 students screamed and
chanted, Weaver t~o~ Cottel in a
tough 17-10 decision. _Referree
Tony Polermo later described the
match as "one of the toughest
matches I've ever seen. The scoring

Tech Tackle • New Paltzw~8:a~~su~~~:ig~~:gl~y
~

At College of Orlando

By Du~can Marks
It was t h e game to en d all games.
FTU edged the Fort Lauderdale
Roadrunners 63-61 Saturday night
in a game that had the FTU crowd
of 450 on its feet constantly. FTU
·
14 5
18
~~wthe - p~eliminary match, PAE
fraternity beat the TKEs 59-58 in
two overtimes. The fabulous
shooting of Boone High product
Skip Repass lead the p AE's to
victory. Repass, a junior, missed his
first foul shot, then went 14 for 14
without a miss, including six for six
in the final overtime to give PAE
the win.
In the varsity game though; the
Roadrunners came to avenge a
previous one-point loss to the
K · ht
FLU ·
d to a 22-7
n~g s.
JUmpe
1
e;, h
R
d
eemed to
e
oa run!1ers s
tower over the Knights as Lhey took
rebound after rebound from Coach
th
Clark ,s c.orps. A t h a lft'1 ~e,
e
teams retired Lo the dressing rooms
wiLh FLU ahead, 36-22.
·
f th
d
. h 'h
W1t
• e opening o
e secon
h a If, t h e FTU stan d s, or, more
1· t · II
f
· d ' ·d
re a is ica .Y. a ew m ivi ua 1s ,
began to single oul one player and

jeer him. In fact, the . exchanges
between player and audience grew
,
.
ugly ~nough for FLU s coach to
pull him out ~f the game:
.
But even with all the 1eermg, 6-7
Steve Peeler, c~mJy stepped up to
the free-throw !me and sunk two of
the prettiest sh<:>ts: That put th~
score at 45-34 m the Roadrunners
favor.
.
Fort Lauderdale U ., befo.re takmg
on FTU _was 5-3, beatmg such
tea~ as Bi~cayne College who beat
Florida In~t1tu1~e of}'echn?logy ..
Superthief f~st Eddie Smith,
FTU s 5-9 .whiz . guard formerly
from Valencia, put some ~oves.on
the 6-4 and ~-5 giants covering him.
But deep m the second half, the
R?adrunners froze ~he ball for four
minutes . FTU had tied them 61-61,
and when the Knights got the ball,
they held it for two minutes, with
Clark, Rudi Jessee and Smith
tt.
Lh
H
GI 0 b t tt
Ru mg,, eFLUar1em
e ro er
weave on
.
In the final minutes Jessee sunk
t
f
h t t
t th K ' ght
wo ou 1 s 0 s. 0 J?U
e n1 . s
ahead for the first time 63-61. With
f our secon d s 1e r t, as th e crow d
d
h
R d
· d
roare , t e
oa runners m1sse
two shots and FTU won the game
63 -6l . (C on t·mue d on N ext Page)

said that
Weaver was "much improved outstanding." He described the
match as "the most exciting thing
seen on this campus."
Three wrestlers Friday night
shared the same last name Leclaire. Bob is our FTU junior;
Pete is a Seminole Junior College
sophomore; and Chris is an FSU
senior - all were at the match.
Their parents, Navy Capt. and Mrs.
G. J. Leclaire, were on hand to
watch their sons wrestle.
Chris, the lightest of the three,
wrestled to a 6-6 tie in the 134
pound weight class with the
Knight's Tom Denton. Brother Bob
was pinned in the 150 class by
FSU's Pat Anderson and Pete Lost
an exhibition match to FSU's J.
Teiddeberg in the 177 class.
The upset of one of the state's
stronger schools was termed "the
biggest thing th~t ever happened to

this team," by Gergley. FTU had
recently lost to Broward
Community College, now 4-1,
considered possibly the strongest
team in the state.
FTU wre~tled Saturday in the
Orlando Naval Training Center
AAU open. The Knights took the
team trophy with 59 points.
Second was RoCoa, a group of
wrestlers
from
t'he
Rockledge-Cocoa area, with 29,
followed by Miami Dade South, 1 7,
Fl a. Wrestling League, 1 7,
Steinborn's Gym, 12, and Florida
State, 10.
Individually, in the 125 class,
Chris Seltzer took second; in the
149, Scott Campbell placed third;
Jim Weaver took second in the 163
class behind Pete Leclaire; in the
180, Charlie Patton was third; in
the 198, Gerry Webb was second
and in the heavyweight class, Mark
Ludwig took third and John Rouse
captured second.
In Friday's meet against Miami
Dade North - FTU will go against
the three-time state defending
champions. The grapplers will leave
the Tech campus noon Friday after
they weigh in. They will stay
overnight on the junior college
campus.
"I'm pleased with the team's
development," Gergley said. "And
I'm glad of the show of support
that the student body has given us.
Everyone - from the President on
down!" Assistant coach John Ellis
noted that the coaching staff will
scout a high school wrestling
tournament while in Miami. On
Feburary 3, FTU will host the
Tampa Spartans, a varsity
scholarship team, in the Village
Center at 8 pm.
Tampa boasts Fletcher Carr,
another top state wrestler, in the
190 class.
D.A.M.

Football Team For FTU? - YES !

FTU can have a flag football team, the
administration Thursday said in an exclusive
FuTUre inte rview.
The procedure outlined by the administration
was a two·slep process with three conditions.
Set up a flag football club and, once approved
by l he S l udent Government and the
administration, enter it into flag football
competition on campus under Ken Renner's
Intramural program.
After proving itself "successful," it will apply to
the Physical Education department for
"extramural status." Once approved, this team
would go ou L and compete in an "1-4" league yet
lo be formed .
The three conditions are : (l) the club has to be
approved by the Student Government and the
- administrc1t.ion; (2) be "successful" according to
Ur. Frank Rohter, by having "interest and
pa rtici pa ti on, good conduct, a reasonably
succe1>sful season and the general way in which
lhey represent the U niversi Ly." Ur. Roh ter added
thaL there ·was no time limit for this and a club

could possibly achieve this in a year. But no
sooner, ' 'because of the budget allocation
problems," he added; ( 3) President Charles
Millican must be notified by Dr. Brown's staff of
all travel and equipment expense requests.
The emphasis of the whole meeting revolved
around the fact that this team would be a flag
football team only, with no prospects for
becoming a tackle football team.
It was explained that tackle football will be
decided upon by President Millican after a
committee, yet to be named, researches the idea,
and lhe President obtains approval from the
Florida Board of Regents.
·
Dean Calvin C. Miller of Education, Rohter,
Renner and Vice President W. Rex Brown were
present at the meeting along with a FuTUre
reporter. The meeting was called to discuss the
Fu TU re flag football proposal presented to
President Millican before the Christmas holidays.
"Flag football is a different breed of football,"
said Renner; "the smaller player can participate in
flag."
D.A.M.

RAMADA
INN - EAST

Proudly examining the team trophy that FTU's Wrestling Club won
in an open meet last week are, Coaches Ellis and Gergley, T ectl
President Charles Millican, visiting State Senator C. Welborn Daniel and
Administrative Assistant George King.
(Photo by Randy Drake)
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COMPONENTS - SPEAKER SYSTEMS
RECEIVERS - TAPE DECKS

..:trutcbt~
339

(305)
647·4962

PARK AVENUE SOUTH

§ubio Jnc.
WINTER PARK . FLORIDA 32789

S<ott's Swim & Scuba School, Inc.

HAVE YOUR NEXT
AFFAIR V\JITH US

....

EL BODEGON COCKTAIL LOUNGE
LA COMIDA DINING ROOM 11731 E. Colonial Drive (Near FTU)

*RENTAL~ ~~
*REPAIRS

~~

*TOURS
*SALES

*AIR
FREE** SCUBA COURSE WITH PURCHASE OF A COMPLETE
DIVING OUTFIT.
FREE•• ONE SCUBA COURSE EVERY MONTH. JUST STOP
. BY AND SIGN UP.

OPEN: 11 A.M. - 2 A.M.
Three (3) NAUI instructors on our staff.

OPEN: 6 A.M. - 10 P.M.

STUDENTS DISCOUNTS

273-1500
3465 Edgewater Dr., Orlando

425-8811
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Men's IM Wrapup
By Larry Mccorkle
WOMEN'S IM
The Women's Intramural Program
will start the winter quarter of
competition with a table tennis
tournament slated for . next
Thursday at 11 am. The
tournament will be singles play and
single elimination. The deadline for
entry is Monday at 4 pm. Drawings
for the tournament will be held on
Monday, February 1 at 11 am in PE
203.
The Intramural Office reminds all
girls that the tournament will be
held during the free hours of the
day until its completion so as to
not to interfere with any classes.

Weekly IM Index
The Weekly Intramural Index
Women
Table Tennis entry deadline
Monday, 4 pm.
Table Tennis Meeting for
draws on Tuesday.
Table Tennis Tournament play
begins Monday, February 1.
Men
Basketball
Intramural Games of the Week
- Preliminaries to FTU Varsity
Basketball Game are tentatively:
6 pm Monday at Orlando
Junior College Gym - Beaulah 's
Bombers vs Roadrunners.
6 pm Wednesday at Oviedo GDI vs Faculty - Staff or PAE
vsTKE.
These games do count in final
Intramural standings.
Other Games This Week

Court Rivalry
To Highlight
MIM Basketball

Men's intramural basketball
begins the first full week of action
Monday at 3:50 pm as TKE and
ATO renew their rivalry on the
basketball court. Another
important Greek battle will pit
PAE, a pre-season favorite for tops
in the fraternity division, against
XA at 4:50 pm. On Wednesday at
4:50 pm, PAE will trade shots with
ATO in another crucial game.
This year the Intramural Office
has scheduled as a preliminary to
the varisty basketball what looks
like the most important intramural
games of that week. The

preliminary games will be played at
6 pm. This week's "Games of the
Week" include the Roadrunners Bomber clash slated before Monday
night's game against Orlando Junior
College. Ken Renner, IM director,
stated all these games are tenative
with possible schedule changes. The
Roadrunner-Bomber game may be
substituted with the PAE-TKE
encounter. Next Friday's
preliminary will possibly include
the GDI-Faculty Staff game, as well
as the game which is not played at
OJC Monday night.
Other important independent
games this week include CCC vs.
Faculty-Staff, Tuesday 3:50 pm,
and TKE II against PAE II, Tuesday
Monday
at 4:50 pm.
3:50 open (court 1)
TKE vs Tau
The Greek and Independent
(court 2)
leagues have been determined and
4:50 Sigma Chi vs TEP PAE vs XA
they are as follows:
Tuesday
Fraternity
CCC vs Fae-Staff
3:50 A.Runners vs
Sigma Chi
Fowlics
PAE II vs TKE II PAE
4:50 Bombers vs
Kappa Sigma
Circle-K
Wednesday
TEP
3:50 Sigma Chi vs XA open
TKE
4:50 PAE vs TAU
Kappa Sigma vs
XA
TKE
ATO
Thursday
3:50 God's Children
vs Unknowns
4:50 TFU vs GDI

PAE 11 vs Circle-K

TKE II vs Fowlics

Independent
Black
PAE II
Beaulah 's Bombers
Roadrunners
TKE II
Fowlie
Circle-K
Gold
God's Children
TFU
CCC

'·

Joy was complete after FTU beat Fort Lauderdale
U. last Saturday. This mele of happy Tech players,
coaches and fans was just as representative of the

*
**

*
*
**

-tc

FTU Beats :
Patrick 97-95 :
-tc

-tc

With 14 seconds remaining in the
game, FTU's Eddie Smith did some
excellent ball-handling and passed
the ball to Mike Clark, who drove
in with a layup to clinch a 97 -95
victory over Patrick AFB .
The Rockets took a 55 -52
halftime advantage and led until
there were : 3 0 left in the game,
when the Knights tied the score at
93-93.
Clark called another .outstanding
performance with his last-minute
basket. The ball-handling of Rudi
Jessee and Clark enabled them to
set each other up for numerous
shots. Clark tallied 36 points. Jessee
scored 15 of his 24 points in the
second half. Versatile Eddie Smith,
playing as both forward and guard,
chalked up 17 points. Don Mathis
contributed 11 points. The victory
boosted the Knights' record to
13-5.

Uk' .ANDO'S Nf.WEST DRIVE-IN TII EAT RE

SUBURBAN

DRIVE-IN THEA "(RE
EAST 50 AT UNION PARK
TELEPHONE : 273-0860

CDLIA-C\\
VAMPlRi.~
AND THE

mood of victory as was the disgusted view of FLU's
Number 51, a mood of defeat. (Photo by Chuck
Seithel.)

F. T. U. Roadrunners
ff ead 'Top 20' Raster
Like the cartoon character who always seems to be looking back
at his opposition, the FTU Roadrunners are out in front in the men's
intramural overall points race at the end of the fall quarter of
competition. The independent Roadrunners, last year's overall
champions, captured first place in the cross country meet, placed
second in volleyball, and scored high in football for a total of 514
points.
·
Consistently high placing TKE, in second place with 468 points, is
followed by the volleyball champions Faculty-Staff with 450 points.
Beaulah's Bombers, the men's intramural football champions, are
presently in fifth place with 421 points.
In Women's intramurals, there are only four teams actually in the
running. The Tyes , leading with 475 points, are followed by Tri-K ,
the Immortals, and the Dippoettes.
Here are the overall points of the fall quarter of competition in
men's and women's intramurals:
MEN
Team
Points
Roadrunners
51 4
TKE
4 68
Faculty-Staff
450
ATO
439
Beaulah 's Bombers
4 21
XA
39 6
PAE
39 4
GDI
369
KSA
354
CCC
349
Twent y-Three
34 0
TEP
304
TKE II
231
God's Children
209
Theta-Sigma
2 04
ssx
'18 9
Marauders
148
Ty es
47 5
Tri-K
38 3
Immortals
250
Dippoettes
212

L.M.
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BASKETBALL ....

successful in sinking his shots.
Lalone, 5-1 1 junior forward, was
third high scorer wi t h 12 point s.
Clark led the game wi t.h 20, and
Jessee followed with 15.
Coming off t he bench in the
· second h~lf, Lalone " sparked " FTU
to the win. "It was a whole team
effort ," he said after the game. "We
'worked as a team. We really did ."
Cocah Clark, in the dressing
room, summed up the game in one
word: "Lalone."
Monday, Tech takes on New

Paltz State College from New York.
The game will be played at t he
Mike Lalone figu red heavily in College of Orlando Gym. Cl ark will
FTU's win. He battled for the ball be carrying a game average of over
constantly and more than once was 22 points into the game.
(Continued from .Page 4)
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If you don't see what you want,
ask for it!
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P. 0. BOX 248 · · OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765

Five minutes north of F.T.U.
Member FDIC

Phone 365-3272
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ATO

It's Greek To Me

The TAUs, as they were known
in the past, are very proud -to
announce their affiliation with
Alpha Tau Omega National
Fraternity . The TAUs became an
official colony of ATO at 12:30
pm, Thursday, December 10, 1970,
shortly after the announcement by
Dean Proctor of those fraternities
.eligible for colonization. Formal
ceremonies for initiation as a
colony of ATO will be held on
Sunday, January 31, 1971, at the
Ramada Inn. ATO would like to
congratulate all of the fraternities
who have attained their colony
status, and wish them the best of
brotherhood for the future.
Incidentally , any men interested
in the Greek way of life should
make a point of locating a
fraternity man on campus and
asking him about the· system. The
ATOs are proud of their fraternity,
and any brother will be glad to talk
with prospective rushees at any
time .
ATO is pleased to announce that
19 new names have been added to
the fraternity roster following the
culmination of fall pledge activities.
Formal induction ceremonies were
held Saturday night, January 16.
George Keen, president of the fall
pledge class, led what has been
proclaimed by some as the greatest
pledge class yet through Happy
Health Club, Bomb ·the Battleship,
Olive Races, cheers, and all kinds of
skit( s). Incidentally, George was
elected Most Outstanding Pledge by
the brotherhood. Vice President of
the oledi?e class Bob Fuller had a
rather hard time of it , but B. S.
Bailey and Dumpy Schaber helped
him along his way. At any rate,
brought into full membership of
ATO Colony were: Bob Bailey, Jeff
Bales, Rick Brandstetter, Bruce
Broussard, David Erdman, Jim
Fortune, Bob Fuller, Russ Hornsby,
George Keen, Bob Matousek, Fred
Maust, Mark Meyers, Mike Millard,
Howard Miller, Louis Rotundo,
Mark Scala, Kent Schaber, Earl
Smith, Howard Welchel.
In honor of the new brothers, the
"dumb bulls," and colonization,
A TO is having a dance party
Saturday night at 9:00. The dance
will be at the Semoran North
Apartments' clubhouse, with a
band to furnish the music, and
brothers to furnish the fun. Also,
Sunday afternoon the ATO Little
Sisters are honoring the brothers
with a barbecue cook-out. The girls
ar~ going to build a firi:_, and furnish
the brothers with snacks and
drinks. The cook-out will be about
2 : 00 Sunday afternoon at the
house.
Speaking of Little Sisters, ATO is
very pro_µd to announce that Miss
Patricia Ann Gray has been selected
to represent ATO on the 1971
Homecoming Queen Court. Patty, a
graduate of Lyman High School, is
a freshman majoring in Education
and boasts a 4.0 Fall Quarter
G.P.A.
On January 9 and 10, for 19 long
and grueling hours, the ATOs
battled other FTU fraternities and
independent teams in the Third
Annual Marathon Basketball Game,

this year held at the Winter Park
YMCA. The game was highly
successful and its end saw $334
donated to the Cerebral Palsy
Telethon. ATO would like to thank
all fraternities and independents
who participated in the Marathon
for their cooperation in making the
drive a success.
Otherwise in sports, the ATO
basketball team, led by captain
Mike Abufaris, awaits the beginning
of what should be a highly'
competitive basketball season.
There are many good teams this
year, and ATO hopes to be a leader
among the best.

KS

Kappa Sigma Fraternity is having
a party at the Stone this Saturday
night with live entertainment being
provided by the Myth. Potential
pledges of Kappa Sigma are invited
along with their dates to the party
which will begin at 8 :30 pm.
KS President John Smith was
recently appointed to the Youth
Advisory Committee for the 4th
Congressional District by
Congressman Bill Chappell and
Alumni brother David L. McCain
was appointed to the Supreme
Court of Florida.
Kappa Sigma is having a car wash
at the Colonial Service Station on
the corner~ of Colonial and Bumby
Avenue from 8:30 am to 4:30 pm.
Price is 75 cents with a ticket and
$1 without.
The brothers and little sisters are
pleased at the return of brothers
Chuck Ludwig, Dave Purvis, and
Pat Huff from their extended visit
in the army .

PAE
The brothers of Phi Alpha
Epsilon would like to congratulate
their newly elected officers for the
upcoming year . They are as
follows: Eminent Supreme Archon,
Don Mathis; Eminent Deputy
Archon, Dan Tressler, Eminent
Warder, Chuck Lamb, Eminent
Treasurer, Steve Purifoy; Eminent
Recorder, Drew Janacko; Eminent
Correspondent, Randy Tyre;
Eminent Chronicler, John
Redgrave; Pledge Trainer, Bob
Cooper; Athletic Director, Skip
Repass; and Chaplain, Doug
Cooley .
PAE is proud to announce their
new brothers. They are David
J aones , Jim Cleveau, Steve
Harrelson, Dean Leed, Ron Zell,
Steve Milbreth, Dan Hodges, Chuck
Simpson, Jim Flannagan, John
Bryant, John Wright, Jeff Nolle,
and Roger Guier. The little sisters
gave a party in honor of the new
brothers at Dick Powell's lake
cottage Saturday night.
In sports, PAE has already won
two preliminary basketball games
over TKE and ATO in preparation
for their regular season.
Sharon Ramer will represent Phi
Alpha Epsilon Fraternity as a
homecoming candidate.

Saturday, January 23. Music will be
provided by Nerve. All who are
thinking about rushing are invited
to come and meet the brothers and
little sisters. Theparty will be held
in the club house at Dover Oaks, .o n
Conway Road between the Sheiks
and Conway Gardens Road . The
party will begin at 7: 30 pm and last
until after midnight.

Cornell, Delt adviser, by presenting
him with the RAC(K) trophy prior
to letting Blaine get it.
The Delts wish to thank those
participants in Operation Lawrence.
Better luck next time boys.

XA

Little Sister Organization has
·helped spread the good name of
TKE. New little sisters from fall
quarter include:
Pam Cleveland, Sharon Cuthill,
Betsy Davis, Karen Fleming, Pat
Dolan
Rosanne Halter, Bev
Hornbe ek, Cathy Johnson, Chris
Judd and Patty Leavy;
Also Patty MacKown, Ann Marie
:Mattison, Jan McCor.mack, Joan
Morgan, Chris Holste, Linda Stirk,
Sharon Tormey, Charlene 'Williams
and Kathy Sprinkle.
The Fellowship Party of last
Saturday night turned out to be a
1

Chi Alpha is in the final stages of
preparation for initiation into
Lambda Chi Alpha scheduled for
the end of the month .
The Fideles Sorority pledge class
In an effort to raise the necessary
held its banquet honoring the funds so that all the brothers may
sisters January 9 at the Sanford go national at once, the brothers
Knights of Columbus Hall. An and little sisters Crescent Club are huge success. The brothers were
authentic spaghetti dinner was currently engaged in money making visited by an alumni TKE from
prepared by the pledge class under projects. Saturday even in the cold Beta Gamma Chapter at Oklahoma
the supervision of Joann Santoro. there was another successful LXA State University. He commented on
The pledges presented the sorority doubleheader carwash. With the the party being the best time he
with a six foot long .paddle and little sisters out at the road doing had had in a long while. Many
selected Yvonne Clark and Paula their thing to lure business, the stories were shared as the party
Barriforth as "Best Sisters." A brothers were usually kept swamped lingered into the night.
slumber party at the home of with cars. The day was topped off
Last week's article regretfully
Marsha Mezzon was held afterward. when brother Chuck Williams omitted TKE's new Sgt.-at-Arms,
matched . the highest return from Jerry 0 Iler.
either station.
That night all met at Todd
Rush for the winter quarter is
Persons' Maitland retreat for a informal and Friday, January 22 is
Sigma Chi would like to invite all warm evening of good times, good the last day to sign up new pledges.
prospective rushees and their dates music and later great punch. This
At press time TKE had a promising
to a "Casino Party" to be held weekend action continues at Budd
list of new pledges for this quarter.
Friday night, Jan. 22nd, at 8:00 Eide\ place with the unexpected all
With basketball starting the
pm. There will be refreshments but anticipated.
TEKES will be out to defend their
served . Also , Saturday night, the
Haircutbacks will be given by
Number 1 standing among
23rd, a Rush Party will be held, Mary Anne Erban in A Dorm from fraternities and will be hot on the
with refreshments. All rushees and 3-5 pm - phone first. The little
heels of the only team that leads
dates are invited . Ask any Sigma sisters made and are now selling them in the overall school
Chi brother for further details. The flowers of the future .
intramurals. _
parties will be held at 516 E. South
Last Thursday night at their
Street.
regular weekly meeting the men of
All brothers are reminded of the
S i g m a C h i o f f e r s its TAU KAPP A EPSILON honored
congratulations to the newly their little sisters. Each Li'l Sis was Installation Ceremony for the new
initiated Sigma Chi Sweethearts. presented with a gift in officers. It will be held on Friday,
Dinner was held and a candlelight appreciation of all she had done for Ja,nuary 29, at the Park Plaza Hotel
ceremony for their initiation. At the brothers. Any rushee of the in the Granada Room from 6: 00 til
the initiation, Paula Bamforth Greek system at FTU will tell you 1:00 am.
presented the Brotherhood with a how much the Tau Kappa Epsilon
S~ma Chl Bannfil from ilie fi~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~
Sweethearts of their Chapter.
A jukebox party was held
Saturday night, with the Fraternity
supplying the music and the
refreshments . Then the brothers
and their dates went bowling and
everyone displayed their bowling
talents.
Sigma Chi is in the planning
process for visiting all of the other
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
four chapters of Sigma Chi in the
DRAFT BEER BY THE POU~D
state: University of Florida, Miami,
FSU, and Florida Southern. They
will be invited down for parties and
17-92 BETWEEN JAi-ALAi AND K-MART
workshops that
willspeedtheir l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~iiiii~~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiii~iiiii~~iiiii;f
petitioning to the national Sigma t1
Chi.

Fideles .
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THE CABOOSE

1

Cold Duck on Tap • Stack Sandwiches

AT

F
D
I

c
FTU
Faculty
Staff
644-7000

TEP

Phone

your

•

Order

·~ Fas~or Service

TEP Fraternity is having a rush
party at Dover Oaks Apartments on

Zales Custom
Class Rings

'

CARRY-OUT
ONLY!
PHONE

671-3:5 53
3604 Aloma Aye.

STUDENT
ACCOUNTS
INVITED
Custom style your ring with the school nome,
on the base and with a design or plain setting for the stone.
Choose the stone in your school color, birthstone, black onyx,
or o diamond. Oh yes, we'U engrave your initials, too.

SPAGETTI

'Z ALES
JIWnllll

You don't have to be rich
to be happy.
PINE HILLS

21 S. ORANGE

COLONIAL

PLAZA

......

SANDWICHES
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Forensics T,eam
Ranks In Finalists

Glendex

SPEECHMASTER
Portable Lecturn

Make public speaking easier
and you a more effective
speaker at sales meetings,
conferences, public gatherings,
and all presentations. Folds
f I at . Weighs on I y four
pounds ... as easy to cary as a
brief case. 14'hx18 inches.
Opens like a book, closes as
easily. Brown leatherette.

I -

Check File Box

The FTU Forensics team
participated in a debate tournament
against 16 other colleges and
universities last weekend, and
placed more speakers in the finalist
division of individual events than
any other school. The next
tournament will be held January
28-31 ai the Tulane University
campus in New Orleans. This will
be the first national tournament
ever attended by FTU.
Last weekend the team traveled
to Panama City to compete with 16
other colleges and universities in
• the 5th Annual Gulf Coast Junior
College Debate Tournament.
Those participating included:
Jack Haight, Lorrie Ball, Charles
Holt, Kirk Jacobson, Mary Francis
Baker. Included in the roster of
schools competing against FTU
were Florida State University,
Memphis State University, Mercer
University, University of Georgia,
University of South Florida and
University of South Alabama.
Against this stiff competition
FTU's Kirk Jacobson, placed
second in Persuasive Speaking,
Lorrie Ball placed second in Oral
Interpretation, Mary Francis Baker
placed fourth in Oral Interpretation
and fifth in Extemporaneous
Speaking, and in addition Lorrie
Ball received an Outstanding
Debater Award . FTU's debate team
won four debates beating such
schools as the University of South
Florida.
In February the team . will travel
to universities in Alabama, Georgia,
South Carolina, and Florida to
compete with teams from
throughout the southeast.

s39s
Save your cancelled checks for
your records in this
convenient plastic box . Large
enough to hold all stand~rd
size checks. Includes 12
monthly index cards and
movable separator for easy
filing. Pull out removable
drawer . Stack one check file
box on top of the other if you
need more than one.

"H" stands for Help in the case of handicapped
students who need the convenience of their own
parking spaces in the A and B parking lots. The spaces
are reserved 24 hours a day, but many students and
faculty are parking in them, especially during night
classes when a number of handicapped students are

STUDENT TEACHING
Application forms for senior year
student teaching during spring
quarter may be obtained in GC 310
and must be submitted by January
22 .
REGISTRATION FIGURES
The final registration figures will
not be released until early next
week, according to Lee Asbury of
Academic Affairs. The delay has
been caused by a number of
incomplete transcripts from
transfer students. Without the
completion of the transcripts,
transfers are classified as freshmen,
and a registration tally would be
inaccurate.

still on campus. Security asks that the spaces be left
for the "H" stickered cars only. Here, Jerry Wald
inspects a rare empty space. Security also reminds
everyone with faded stickers to come in to the
security office to replace them with new ones. (Photo
by Steve Heitzner).

Need ARide To FTU?
Fill Out Form Below

The Village Center is again
attempting to anange rides and cars
for students with transportation
problems. The effort is mainly
directed toward com mu ting
students from the Orlando and
Cape Kennedy area. However, any
student ei t her wanting to share
t ransportation costs or needing a
ride is welcome to participtlte .
The FTU Chapter of the
Last quarter a dde-organizing
American Association of University
effort was made utilizing a bulletin
Professors will meet next Thursday
board where persons were to post
at 11 am in AD 111 . All members
forms either offering
rides or
of the faculty are invited.
asking for them. However, because
1-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~°111f t he lack of response and no
entral location on campus for the
oard, the effor t was no t

CAMPUS GLANCES

SUIT SA LE

ALL ·SUITS
IN OUR STORE

successful.
This quarter the Transportation
Committee is asking st.udents to fill
out the form below and either
return or mail it to the Village
Centel· Main Desk . Students who
live in the same vicinity will be
placed in contact with each other.
The committee has included on
the form a reques t for the name of
the nearest elementary school. Jack
Rabon, committee chairman,
explained that this is because
people may nol be familiar with all
o f t h e s t 1· e e t s i n t h e i r
neighborhood . The elementary
schools will serve as a ce nter point.

WHEN COMPLETED TAKE TO VILLAGE CENTER OR
CLEARLY MARK FOR VILLAGE CENTER AND DROP INTO
ANY CAMPUS MAILBOX.

Name _____________ Phone______
Citv~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

E L EMENT ARY SCHOOL NEAREST YOUR HOME

STUDENT DISCOUNT
Kik-Step

s159s
You can be 14" taller with the
safety Kik-Step stool in the
home, the library, the office,
the school. Step up and the
base grabs the floor - and you
can work in safety - step back
down and kick it out of the
way . Choice of several colors .

ALEXANDER'S

Sizes 36-46

TAX &BOOKKEEPING SERVICE
20 W. WASHINGTON

241-1348

Reg. &. Long

DOWNTOWN ORLANDO

People on the go

Latest Styles -

at Flori4o. Tech
go BURGER CHEF

FR EE Alte rations

HWY. 17-92
at Casselberry, Fla.
(ac ross fr om S e m inol e Pl az a)

OPEN 'Tl L 9: 00 P.M.

Car-Desk

$2495
For the man whose car is his
office . Car-Desk fits most cars,
has rubber topped support legs
that are adjustable . Lid when
closed provides 12"x15"
wr it ing surface with pad and
pencil
clip. Double
compartment file cabinet w ith
foam padding holds papers
and files up to legal size .
Heavy
gauge steel
construction, metallic gray
finish .
C·•cc w...

george Stuart
Pho n e: 2 4 1-3 4 31

GRAND OPEN ING . . . . . .

- THE STEREO CENTER MASTER ELECTRONICS OF FLORIDA

671-4949
Selected components, speaker systems,
receivers, tape recorders,
compacts and consoles.

SEMORAN VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
Just North of Florida Tech Blvd. at Hwy. 436 and Aloma
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE B:V ELECTRONIC SPECIALISTS

Every Wed. Nite
Family Nite

BIG SHEF
Coke & French Fries

65(
84c Value

What's our secret? It's open
flame cooking. Each of our
100% pure beef hamburgers is
cooY.ed over open flames ,
sealing in all their natural beef
goodness. Treat the family tonight to cook-out hamburgers.
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'Day of Awareness'
Planned by Valencia

treatment and spend time at each
meeting in a probing . question and
answer session with the audience.
The Day of Awareness will begin
with selected junior and senior high
school students and student leaders
from all county high schools who
will meet with Dr. Fort at 9:30 am
in the Orlando Municipal
Auditorium. This will be followed
by another presentation at the
auditorium at 11 am for college
students from the five area colleges.
At noon Dr. Fort will speak to
members of the Drug Abuse
Council and other civic leaders at
the council's February luncheon.
Finally, he will speak to all
concerned area adults in a public
meeting at the Boone High School
Auditourium on "The Adult Role
in Drug Prevention."
The concept of the Day of
Awareness originated with several
Valencia students aided by college

FTU students are invited to participate in a "Day of Awareness" drug
education program being sponsored by the Student Government of
Valencia Junior College. The program is a community-wide effort to
· educate and inform area citizens about the scope of drug use and
abuse.
The project, to be known as the
"Day of Awareness," will take health, social psychiatry, and drug
place on Thursday, February 11. abuse.
Activities will center around Dr.
He has studied drug problems in
Joel Fort, a nationally-known some 30 countries and served as a
authority on drug and social consultant to the World Health
problems, in a day-long series of Organization, the Peace Corps, and
meetings with junior and senior the National Student Organization.
high school and college students, Realizing that prevention rather
civic leaders, and the general public. than punishment is the answer Dr.
Student bodies of FTU, College Fort will air his own independent
of Orlando, Rollins and Seminole ~~-~_w_s_o_n_d_r_u~g_a_b_u_s_e~p~r_e_v_e_n_b_·o_n_a_n_d~in_s_t_r_u_c_to_r~,_M_1_·s_s_M_a_r~jo_r_i_e_Ja_c_k_s_o_n_.
Junior College will participate with
Valencia in this important
community event. A steering
co mm i t t e has been formed,
worth of clothes FREE .....
comprised of the Student
Government presidents of the
Just for being a Clothes Horse customer.
colleges: Jim Stringer from FTU,
Paul Aieloo from the College of
Orlando, Randy Lyon from Rollins,
Mike Gibson from SJC and Mark
Luster from VJC. Harriss Ganey,
vice president of VJC's SG, is
chairman of the committee.
GO TO EITHER CLOTHES HORSE STORE
Dr. Fort is currently Director of
the Center for Solving Special
AND ASK ABOUT THIS GREAT PLAN.
Social and Health Problems in San
Francisco, California. He holds an
M. D. degree from 0 hio State
University and specializes in public

e NOTICE e

s1000

THE STUDENT BONUS CLUB

Thistle Please You
Coed In Citrus Bid

-

Have you ever seen a thistle among the citrus?
Well, this year's Miss Citrus contest may be the first time, for FTU
student Susan Thistle will be one of the contestants. She is being
sponsored by the Maitland National Bank in her first beauty contest.
How did she happen to get - - - - - - - - - - - - - - involved? Well, Lee Barrett of the inches tall, with measurements of
3 5-24-37 . Hobbies for her are
bank gave Dean of Women B. Gwen horseback riding, tennis, swimming,
Sarchet a call and asked her to snow skiing, ice skating, travel,
recommend some coed to represent music and people.
the bank in the contest.
Her career possibilities are nearly
Dean Sarchet asked around as numerous as her hobbies. First
campus, and several people were choice for her is teaching in the
suggested to her. Susan was one, Munich International School in
and after checking it was found Germany. After that, she ranks her
that she met all the qualifications. choices as stewardess, wife, mother ,
So, the recommendation was made, and teacher .
and Susan will be entered.
She's been in Florida 13 years,
Susan is a 23-year-old junior in and has spent three years in
education with hazel eyes, and dark Germany as a foreign exchange '
brown hair. She is five feet, seven student.

VERVIEW
It has been said that the admission of error is a very painful
process for the human animal. I am inclined to agree with this
observation, for that is the subject of this column, and it is indeed
painful.
In last week's FuTUre, Paul Sicca, a most dedicated, hard -working,
conscientious individual, submitted a letter to the editor concerning
my last Overview. It is not the practice of this column to engage in
personalities , but Mr. Sicca's letter aroused enough interest to
warrant acknowledgement and reply.
Upon further investigation (which arose from earlier conversations
with Delta Sigma Pi President Mike Grady and SG President Jim
Stringer - not Mr. Sicca's letter), I found that my source of
information was indeed false. I committeed the error of not
following through on so-called "facts" given to me, something no
good reporter or columnist should do.
According to Mrs. Mary Davis, who was chairman of the selection
committee, the selection criteria were designed to be as objective as
possible - a point basis determined by quality and quantity of
promotional posters, leaflets, floats, skits, etc. The largest amount of
points were given for floats or skits, and Mrs. Davis and Mrs. Marian
Price awarded those points themselves. However, Mrs. Davis also
stated that Mr. Sicca did participate in assigning some points to some
organizations for posters, leaflets, etc.; although this participation
was minimal and based on objective criteria which had already been
established. Mrs. Davis also pointed out that, even though all
organizations were required to notify the committee of any posters,
leaflets, or a_ftivities they had used, not all of them did so; and,
consequently, did not receive full credit for all the ir activities.
In reply to Mr. Sicca's letter, Mrs. Davis confirms that the contest
was not measurbly influenced by his participation on the ~ommittee.
To those individuals or groups who were offended by the content of
the column, I apologize . I do not, however, apologize for the intent
of the column which was a satirical comment on recent campus
events. I did not "claim skull-duggery", as Mr. Sicca suggests, nor did
f make any "libelous statements." The intent was not malicious, it
was satirical. I also do not feel I owe an apology to the students of
FTU nor to the members of Phi Alpha Epsilon. I have received a
great deal of favorable reaction from students who liked the satire in
the whole column, not just that section devoted to the mascot
committee. I also do not apologize for my personal opinions and
beliefs - as long as my name appears on the bottom of this column,
I shall continue to express my opinion, without apology, based on as
much factual information as possible.
Column expressing personal opinions will foster disagreement and
criticism. Valid criticism will continue to be acknowledged and
recognized . The students of FTU can expect no less from a reporter
or columnist. At least this incident shows that some people read
what I write - for that I am grateful. ,
Keep those cards and letters coming in .
-Al Fickett

Elections Set

'THE~"~
HWY. 436 AT ALOMA AVE. e WINTER rARK

CONWAY CENTER e ORLANDO
Student Government elections
for pre~dent and vice pre~dent~---~~----------~---------~-~--~
have been scheduled for April 29
and 30. Qualifying extends _from
April 12-16 and campaigns will
begin at 12 noon on April 19 and
end on April 30.
Voting machines will be used this
year, courtesy of Dixie Barber and
Orange County. This will be the
first time FTU has used machines
and they will facilitate the voting
process and aid in ballot counting.

Can Do Class
Recycles Waste
An FTU class is asking for help in
a project to fight pollution.
Dr. Martin Wanielista's 488 Engr.
"Man and His Environment" classes
are collecting aluminum cans with
two goals in mind. The first goal is
to prevent these cans from getting
thrown out, because the aluminum
cans will not dissolve on return to
the soil. The only way to get rid of
them is to recycle them.
This fact brings up the second
goal. The cans will bring eight to
ten cents per pound from scrap
dealers in Orlando. Money received
from selling the cans will be used to
buy pollution equipment for FTU's
environment courses.
Aluminum cans can be told from
others by the absence of seams.
Currently, the cans are being
collected by any member of the
Engr. 488 classes. Eventually, they
hope to have several collection
points. Probably collection points
will be near every machine that
dispenses the aluminum cans .
Now, large plastic bags are being
supplied to members of the
maintenance crew to collect the
cans.
The entire FTU population is
asked to help with the project.

Mamas And Papas
To Meet At Tech
The Mom's and Dad's Associat10n
of FTU is holding an Open House
at the Village Center this Sunday
from 2 :30-4:30 pm.
The purpose of the meeting is to
.introduce the rapidly growing
association to all interested parents
and to disclose future - program
plans to promote a more enriching
campus atmosphere for students of
the University.
~•esuuueossU\.~~~~~:.?'-~·

Free Senior Photos
Will Be Taken Feb • 1-10
9 a.m. - 12 noon and 1 p.m. - 4 p.m.

In GCB 327 for the 1970-71 Pegasus Yearbook

Reserve a sitting time
TODAY. Sign up at the
Information Booth in the
Administration Building.

HBLP WANTED

iXTUJ 1 7PP"W?1'UF'?PO?'?POO"
Wanted: Bass Guitarist with own
equipment . Drummer; own
equipment not essential, old set at
disposal. Previous experience
preferred. Must dig heavy tunes.
Instant Stardum, if interested call
Hall at 851-8468.
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